
The American Dream; Accessible or Not? 

 

The American Dream. A dream that some - like my father - believes is the image 

of a family. A working father and housewife, with two children and a white picket-fence 

house. An image of a family watching baseball and eating hot dogs or hamburgers. But 

what really is  the American Dream? It’s a chance for personal growth and 

accomplishments. The American Dream should be for one's’ individuality and to achieve 

your own goal. 

But then we ask the question; is the American Dream still accessible? America is 

suppose to provide us the possibilities to be what and who we want - that’s apart of our 

freedom  - but not everyone is allowed that privilege. Many of us are suppressed by 

society regardless of race, religion, or age. In Wallechinskys’ survey the dream is even 

categorized as a “pipe dream.” by suffering Americans. The dream may have been 

accessible in the past, but as the years passed, it became harder to gain access to it. 

 

Why has the dream become so difficult to achieve? Once upon a time, it was truly 

an accessible dream, back when America was only a baby of a country. But it’s changed. 

In J. Hector St. John de Crevecoeur’s time, he wrote the essay “What is An American?” 

and stated how America was a “great American asylum.” praising it as a land of 

opportunity for immigrants and for the lives of many Americans.  

 



But as the years went by, the Dream changed. It was no longer a dream of 

opportunity, but for money. The gold rush took place, and that sparked the need for 

currency. We wanted power and to climb the top of the ‘money chain’ to gain success. 

Money never leaves our minds now. While working at Costume Castle, I have 

experienced more than a dozen customers requesting money props or a ‘wealthy’ type of 

costume. Money is seen as just a normal currency we need to survive - but it has also 

taken over how we live. It manipulated the traditional American Dream of hard workers. 

The dream was no longer about immigrants and the hard workers. It was about wealth. 

 

Eventually, immigrants were even denied themselves. Kesaya Noda - a 

Japanese-American - wrote “Growing Up Asian in America” that allows her to voice the 

denial she has faced. She finds herself “historically defined by law and custom as being 

forever alien.” by Americans, though she herself is an American. Her race is seen as “a 

danger to the country during the war and knowing how to use chopsticks.” she is neither 

a “free white” or nor “African”, simply an “alien ineligible for citizenship.”. The 

American Dream is simply denied from her, the dream she may want to achieve, because 

she was born different from everyone else. How is this fair? Even if she were able to 

achieve her dream, it would simply be tossed aside because of who she is. Simply 

because she isn’t a traditional white American. 

 

It’s not just the immigrants or the minorities, either. Stereotypical delinquents and 

dropouts are unable to truly, honestly achieve their goal to the fullest. Their whole lives 



are being led by their parents, those who tell them not to fail. It’s constantly with them, 

and the whispers soon turn to fear. William Zinsser bring’s this topic up in his work “The 

Right to Fail”. Delinquents are seen as taboo in society. Failing is “few freedoms that this 

country does not grant its citizens.” (Zinsser). Why is that? Failure is a part of life. 

Without it, there would be no moving forward. No one would be able to achieve their 

American Dream without failure. So why is it such a terrible thing to be seen as a failure 

for one small thing in our lives? Society is the main reason millennials are afraid to fail, 

and this fear keeps them planted in their safe, comfortable - yet stressful - lives.  

 

The dream is hardly accessible. Americans are thrown into debt for wanting to 

pursue their dreams, immigrants wanting to live the dream are denied it, and millennials 

are too scared to go out and try to achieve their dream. America simply spouts nonsense 

in what the American Dream is, when what it should do is try and fix the dream and 

allow those trying to live their American Dream the ability and access to live it. 


